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Abstract- Scientists with diverse expertise and located in different geographical locations may work together in order to achieve desired results. This collaboration is required in modern society as skill set required are spread multiple scientists. In order to utilize the diversified skills associated with human experts, it is essential to have a mechanism to share the skills and work in scientific inventions in collaborative fashion. In this context it is important to have a scientific workflow for automated communication and data management among the scientists involved in the collaboration. Many existing work benches are providing single user flows. They lack in providing multi-user environment where many scientists can work collaboratively. Recently Zhang et al. proposed a novel tool that facilitates collaborative scientific workflow among multiple scientists. The tool allows collaborative scientific workflow among scientists. In this paper we implement such tool practically as a prototype. The experimental results revealed that the tool is effective in providing workflow for scientific collaborations.

Index Terms – Service oriented architecture, collaborative computing, and scientific workflow

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern science is growing in fast pace. It has produced large volumes of data. Such diversified data needs to be used by multiple scientists with different expertise in order to obtain desired results. Processing huge amount of scientific datasets is not beyond the scope of one individual scientist. Many scientists with different skills are to collaborate in order to achieve tasks assigned [1]. Scientists from multiple domains need to work together to make any task successful. Huge amount of data is being produced by various satellites and applications continuously. Working with such data in collaborative fashion is the need of the hour. Dataflow-oriented processing is required for scientific data analysis. Such process is known as scientific workflow. The scientific workflow is not similar to business work flow as they are data flow oriented and streamline a set of scientific tasks in order to produce desired results [2], [3]. Scientists make use of such scientific workflows in order to integrate local and remote data sources to process in collaborative fashion [4], [5], [6], and [1].

There are two important techniques such as scientific collaboration and scientific workflow. The convergence of these two techniques will naturally lead to collaborative scientific workflow [7]. There are existing scientific workflow tools but they do not support collaborative composition. They include VIEW [8], [9], Swift [10], Pegasus [3], VisTrails [11], Traina [12], Taverna [13], and Kelper [14]. All these tools provide scientific workflow with a limitation. The limitation is that they support only a single user environment.

In this paper we build a tool for supporting scientific workflow in multi-user environment. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews relevant literature. Section III provides description of the proposed approach. Section IV provides tool implementation details. Section V presents experimental results while section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we review literature with respect to collaborative workflow composition, business workflow coordination, and scientific workflow management tools. However, the main focus of this paper is workflow composition. Service oriented middleware architecture was proposed by Balasooriya et al. [15], [16] for composing workflows using a two layer framework. Work flow management in grid environment is proposed in [17], [18]. For each task in scientific workflow post and pre conditions are studied by Lu and Sadiq [19]. The general purpose collaborative design problem was studied in [20] and [21]. They explore collaborative business processes with human interactions.

With respect to collaborative workflow composition, it is understood that only system to system integration or program to program integration is not sufficient in truly business environment. The business community recognized the need for human experts to involve as part of business process automation. Thus human centric workflows came into existence. Such workflows provide realistic workflows that are useful
in the real world enterprise applications that run in distributed environment. One of the examples for workflow model is PBEL4People [22] which allow seamless integration among multiple services and do not enable human interaction. However, these collaborative processes are not adequate for scientific collaborations. This is because the scientific workflows and business workflows are fundamentally different.

The requirements of scientific workflows are different. For instance BPEL4People can’t provide suitable solution to scientific workflows because it does not model to include human interactions. The reason behind this is that the BPEL process is made up of multiple web services that provide program to program communication. Web services run in heterogeneous environment but they are programs which can be run from programs written in any programming language. They are basically meant for integrating multiple homogenous and heterogeneous systems. However, they can provide interoperability among different programs and platforms. BPEL is made up of multiple web services that run in a pre-defined workflow. In this paper we focus on building a tool that provides scientific workflows in collaborative fashion.

III. PROPOSED WORKFLOW COMPOSITION MODEL

The proposed scientific workflow model assumes complex workflow among multiple scientists in collaborative fashion. The collaborative workflow is presented as ontology as it can represent knowledge in the form of concepts and relationship among the concepts. Sample ontology that models collaborative workflow composition is presented in figure 1.

As seen in figure 1, it is evident that the workflow contains many concepts and relationships among them. This kind of knowledge representation is known as ontology. In figure 1 there are two parts. The left part shows ontology while right part shows legend that illustrates the relationship among concepts. Scientific workflows contain organized tasks, channels and comments. Meeting represents long term collaboration. Short term collaboration for synchronization represents a session.

Collaborative Composition Model

Ontology is our basic foundation for making collaborative composition model. We also made it a file based workflow that can be serialized. The ontology is saved in the form of an XML file which can be altered programmatically. A sample workflow which is in the form of an XML file is presented in figure 2.

As can be seen in figure 2, the XML content is a schema which is related to a workflow. The advantage of using an XML file is that it can be altered or customized programmatically. The collaborative composition model used by us provides many possible scenarios. The schematic view of the workflow is visualized in figure 3.
As can be seen in fig. 3, it is evident that there is much collaboration and many groups of people are interactive with others through a central server. The conversations are being stored in a repository. As part of advanced collaboration model two algorithms are used. The first algorithm is known as floor granting algorithm, while the second algorithm is known as floor releasing algorithm.

As can be seen in fig. 4, in case of floor granting algorithm, when the floor is not occupied, the floor will be granted to the requester. On releasing the floor the requester who is on the waiting will get control over the floor. In this model collaboration process and workflow is controlled. More technical details can be found in [23].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We did experiments with our tool that demonstrates proof of concept. The experiments are made in terms number of collaborators, number of updates per minute, and tasks involved. The experimental results are presented in the form of a series of graphs.
In this paper, we study collaborative work among multiple scientists with diverse expertise located in different geographical locations. To make their work effective a tool is required that can facilitate automatic workflow communication and data management among the scientists. The existing workbenches are providing single user environment. They lack support for multiple scientists to have diversified workflow scenarios. In this paper we implement a tool that supports multiple scientists to have automated workflow and communication seamlessly in service oriented architecture. Empirical results revealed that the proposed tool is very effective in providing environment where multiple scientists can continue their work collaborative fashion.
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